Since long, corporations are looking for knowledge sources which can provide structured description of data and can focus on meaning and shared understanding. Structures which can facilitate open world assumptions and can be flexible enough to incorporate and recognize more than one name for an entity. A source whose major purpose is to facilitate human communication and interoperability. Clearly, databases fail to provide these features and ontologies have emerged as an alternative choice, but corporations working on same domain tend to make different ontologies. The problem occurs when they want to share their data/knowledge. Thus we need tools to merge ontologies into one. This task is termed as ontology matching. This is an emerging area and still we have to go a long way in having an ideal matcher which can produce good results. In this paper we have shown a framework to matching ontologies using graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Since the dawn of Semantic Web. Ontology Matching (OM) is gaining popularity. As corporations have started using ontologies for storing their knowledge. This knowledge is the most valuable asset for any organization and timely access to this knowledge is the major focus to them. Unfortunately this is not as simple as it sounds because at times a knowledge engineer has to come across with a situation where more than one ontology is being used for the same knowledge. This is a nightmare which every knowledge engineer fears.
To address this issue, one has to either employ a human annotator to merge all the ontologies having same knowledge or they have to devise a mechanism to merge the ontologies automatically. This latter part is termed as ontology matching. Since the beginning of 21 st centaury this concept is being widely explored. Researchers are trying to develop new ways to merge ontologies which can produce results as good as humans. The problem of merging or matching ontologies is not as simple, as there are several issues that are to be considered while matching ontologies. Among them the most prominent issue is of heterogeneity where ontologies are available in different frameworks and we need to merge the knowledge incorporated in them. Most of the matchers developed today are unable to handle this problem. In our approach we have addressed this issue. As mostly the ontologies are available in OWL, RDF or XML formats. Our matcher can read any of these formats and can align their information and produce an aligned ontology.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the work done in the area of ontology matching. Section 3 describes our approach; it explains the experimental setup and our methodology. Section 4 describes the evaluation procedure incorporated to test the performance of the matcher and Section 5 concludes the work done.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In the past decade, as this area gained popularity, a lot of work was done to develop good matching systems. In this section we describe some of the best matchers developed till date.
Agreement Maker is a matcher developed at University of Illinois at Chicago by Cruz at el. [1] . This system has the best user interface developed so far. Moreover it has a flexible architecture and an integrated user interface which makes it different from other matchers. The core philosophy of the developers of this matcher is that of involving users into matching process. They believe that users can help make better alignments which are not possible in automatic alignments. Thus they prophesize the use of having semiautomatic matching systems. LogMap is another ontology matcher which is developed at University of Oxford by Ruiz and Grau [2] . They have used a logic based reasoning approach in their matcher. Their argument is that if we use logic based semantics incorporated in the ontologies then we may produce better alignments. This matcher is still under development and has already started a debate among the circles of the developers of ontology matchers.
AROMA [3] is a hybrid ontology matcher which can effectively match the concepts and properties from two ontologies. In order to do so they use association rule paradigm [4] and statistical interestingness measure. CIDER [5] tries to align ontologies using schema matching. It follows a two pronged approach, first it tries to extract similar concepts up to a certain depth and then applies different matching techniques onto the concepts and then finally produce aligned ontology. Lily [6] is another matching system which has re-emerged as one of the active ontology matchers. It can match generic and large scale ontologies. It can produce good results for normal size ontologies but it takes a lot of time to do so. The main reason behind this is that this matchers tries to extract semantic sub graphs and then tries to map them with other ontologies.
RiMOM [7] is one the top performing matchers that are tested in various evaluation campaigns across the globe. This matcher can not only match schema but also can match instances available in the ontologies. It uses multiple techniques to implement this feature and uses external resources like WorldNet to do semantic matching. TaxoMap [8] is another matcher which can produce matched ontologies of large scale. It does so by finding correspondence between the concepts of two ontologies. It also performs matches for subsumption relations and its inverse and proximity relations. YAM++ [9] is another matcher which can produce good results. This system uses multiple matching algorithms which are combined to produce matched ontology. This system provides flexibility as it allows the user to provide preferences. This system is self-configurable and extensible as if the user is not satisfied with the results then he can provide his own customized matching approach.
OUR APPROACH 3.1 Experimental Setup
To test the performance of ontology matchers, we required ontologies. So, we used some of the ontologies with OAEI (Ontology Alignment and Evaluation Initiative) 2013 evaluation task [10] . This task had some lightweight ontologies and one heavyweight ontology. We used fifteen ontologies from benchmark test set. These were light weight ontologies. We also used an ontology from anatomy track.
Since we could not find any more heavy weight ontologies, we developed some ontologies on our own. These were ontology on human anatomy [11] which had concepts relating to human physiological structure; we also developed two ontologies on health care services [12] and communicable diseases [13] .
We have also used some of the best matchers from the OAEI 2013 task and compared our system with them. We used a graph based methodology for matching the ontologies. The objective was to check the feasibility of graph matching algorithms into ontology matching. Although some work has been done for using graphs in ontology matching. None of the previous work has checked the feasibility of graph based matchers with both heavyweight as well as lightweight ontologies.
Methodology
As ontologies have a hierarchical structure where concepts, attributes and instances can be arranged in a tree/graph like structure; using a graph matching algorithm here is far more intuitive mechanism. Thus, in our approach we have done the same. We have used bi-partite graph matching algorithm in our approach.
We have christened our system as Shiva. In our approach, we first take two ontologies. These can be in different formats. For example, the source ontology can be in OWL format while the target ontology can be in RDF format. Our system can recognize ontologies in OWL, RDF and XML formats.
So, the source ontology OS and target ontology Ot are read and are sent for preprocessing. In preprocessing task, first we separately parse the ontologies by collecting various concepts, sub-concepts, properties and instances. This information is stored in a file for manual debugging. Moreover, this extracted information is preprocessed and is arranged into a linked graph in memory. Thus each concept has a direct relationship with its properties, sub-concepts and instances. If we want we can generate an adjacency metric of this information or we can see it visually by creating vertices and arcs labeled as Isa, instanceof and hasproperty.
Once preprocessing is completed, the extracted information is sent to the matching system, were the user has the choice to selection from four different structural matching algorithms these are: Levensthein Edit Distance [14] , Qgrams [15] Thus all the mapping (mapping( , )) are generated using four tuples( , , , ). Where:
 OS : x belongs to concepts, sub-concepts, properties and instances in source ontology.
 Ot : y belongs to concepts, sub-concepts, properties and instances in target ontology.
 R : r is a correspondence relations in a set of correspondence relations R, in our case these are Equivalence, Isa and General.
t  T : t is the similarity metric used in alignment from a set of available metrics T, in our case these are Levensthein Distance, Jaccard Coefficient, Smith Waterman and Qgrams.
Using these mappings, we generated a score matrix in the following format: Here, 11 21 is the mapping between one of the elements (concepts, sub-concepts, properties, instances) of source ontology OS with one of the elements (concepts, sub-concepts, properties, instances) of target ontology Ot. This has the value which is produced by the similarity metric. For example, if we are using levensthein distance algorithm and we have two concepts as car and cars, then its score would be 1 and the similarity is calculated using the formula in equation 1.
Here x and y are the two strings, in our case x is "car" and y is "cars". #matches(x,y) is the no. of edits required to make the two strings equal and len(x) is the length of string x, len(y) is the length of string y. the maximum of the two is selected to compute the final score. This is done for all the mappings which then generate the score matrix of all the matched elements of both the ontologies. This matrix can be seen as bipartite graph which has two disjoint sets of vertices (in our case mapping elements of OS and Ot) and edge weights (similarity values) are clearly mentioned.
Once the score matrix is generated, it is passed to our graph matching algorithm. We used Hungarian method [18] for matching our score matrix (bipartite graph). This gave us the best matching pairs in the matrix which are then used to generate the aligned ontology. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system. A snapshot of aligned ontology is shown in figure 2 .
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EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our system we used 19 ontologies. Among them 15 were light weight ontologies and 4 were heavy weight ontologies. We used 2 popular ontology matchers (RiMOM and YAM++) with our four variants and compared their performance. We performed our evaluation on three categories. In first category we matched all the ontologies. In the second category we only matched the light weight ontologies and in the third category we only matched the heavy weight ontologies. We calculated precision, recall and f-measures using equations 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
Recall R = #correct _mappings #total _mappings _human
Here, the system generated matched ontology is compared with human generated manually matched ontology. The basic idea is to make the system produce an ontology which can emulate human matched ontology. Thus the matchers which produce better mappings is considered being the best. Precision is calculated using the correct mappings between human and system's ontology divided by the total mappings produced by the system. Recall is calculated using the correct mappings between human and system's ontology divided by the total mappings produced by the human. F-measure is the combination of the two. Table 1 shows the values of precision, recall and fmeasure. While taking the average of all the ontologies, we found that RiMOM performed better than all other matchers while Shiva with Levensthein Distance Algorithm was second. In category 2, where only light weight ontologies were considered, we computed the averages of only these ontologies and found that again RiMOM performed better than other matchers with Shiva with Levensthein Distance Algorithm managing to get the second position. For category 3, we only took the averages of heavy weight ontologies and found that RiMOM again was the top matchers. This time YAM++ performed better than Shiva with Levensthein Distance Algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown the implementation of a graph based matcher with four different variants which use four different algorithms. We have used bipartite graph matching algorithm in creating aligned ontology. This approach produced good results as it could work at par with YAM++, one of the good ontology matchers while could not match with RiMOM. One of the reasons for this is that RiMOM matches ontologies at semantic level while Shiva only matches them at structural level.
As an enhancement to this work, we can add WorldNet and similar semantic resources to improve the performance of the matcher by combining structural as well as semantic matching techniques. 
